This paper describes our participation in task 14 of SemEval 2015. This task focuses on the analysis of clinical texts and includes: (i) the recognition of the span of a disorder mention and (ii) its normalization to a unique concept identifier in the UMLS/SNOMED-CT terminology. We propose a two-step approach which relies first on Conditional Random Fields to detect textual mentions of disorders using different lexical, syntactic, orthographic and semantic features such as ontologies and, second, on a similarity measure and SNOMED to determine the relevant CUI. We present and discuss the obtained results on the development corpus and the official test corpus.
Introduction
With the exponential growth of clinical texts, recognizing named entities becomes more and more important for several applications such as information retrieval, question answering or scientific analysis. The task of identifying mentions to medical concepts in free text and mapping these mentions to a knowledge base was recently proposed in ShARe/CLEF eHealth Evaluation Lab 2013 (Suominen et al., 2013) .
The task 7 in SemEval 2014 (Pradhan et al., 2014) elaborates in that previous effort focusing on the recognition and normalization of named entity mentions belonging to the UMLS semantic group "Disorders". Similarly, task 14-1 of SemEval 2015 1 1 http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2015/task14/ targets the identification of disorder mentions and their association to the relevant concept identifiers (CUI) in the UMLS/SNOMED CT terminology. A disorder is normalized to "CUI-less" if the disorder mention is present, but there is no good equivalent CUI in UMLS/SNOMED-CT. Task 14-2b of SemEval 2015 specifically addresses Disorder Slot Filling. The aim is to identify the values of nine slots (negation indicator, subject, uncertainty indicator, course, severity, conditional, generic indicator and body location), given the span of disorder mentions from task 14-1.
In this paper we focus on task 1, i.e. disorder identification. In the following section we describe our approach to the detection of disorder mentions in clinical texts and their categorization with the relevant UMLS/SNOMED-CT CUI. In section 3 we present and discuss the obtained results on the development corpus and the official results before giving our concluding remarks in section 4.
Two-Step Approach for Disorder Identification
Our method includes two main steps: (1) the detection of disorder mentions using Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) and (2) the extraction of the associated CUI from SNOMED based on similarity measures. These two steps are described in more details in the following sections.
Step I -Disorder Mention Detection
The goal in this first step is to recognize the span of disorder mentions in a target clinical text. A mention can be a set of consecutive words, e.g. "atrial fibrillation", or disjoint, e.g. "left atrium is moderately dilated". In order to tackle the disjointmention problem, we annotated the data with the BIESTO format that is introduced by (Cogley et al., 2013) .
BIESTO Labels
According to BIESTO format, the first word of a mention is tagged with B (beginning), the following words with I (inside), the last word with E (end) and the words between mention's words with T (beTween). The mentions that have one word are annotated as S (single) and the words that are not related to disorder mentions are annotated as O (outside). Furthermore, in the training and test corpus there are disorder mentions that end or start with the same word. In such case, when two serial B labels are followed by one E label, we consider two disorder mentions that start with different words and end with the same word. Similarly, if there is one B label followed by two different E labels, we consider two disorder terms that start with the same word and end with different words.
It is also observed that there is collision of BIESTO labels when one word exists into multiple disorder mentions and is annotated with different labels. In this case, we gather all the mentions which contain the common word and select the longest disorder mention (has the most words). If two mentions have the maximum length, the common word is annotated with two labels such as I/E. Some examples of BIESTO labels are the following:
1. Disorder mentions that start with the same word, e.g.:
• "The nasal septum deviates to the left with a rather large spur." • The nasal/B septum/I deviates/E to/T the/T left/T with/T a/T rather/T large/T spur/E. • "nasal septum deviates" and "nasal septum spur" are two disorder mentions with the same start word.
2. Collision between BIESTO labels, e.g.:
• "osteophytes at C3/4 resulting in compression of the spinal cord with associ- • There are three disorder mentions: "Osteophytes" , "compression spinal cord" and "spinal cord edema".
CRF Algorithm
We use the Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) learning algorithm (Lafferty et al., 2001 ) in order to annotate the words with BIESTO labels. According to (McCallum and Li, 2003) , suppose x = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x T } is a set of input values (e.g. a sequence of words) and s = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , ..., s T } is a set of states that are assigned to named entity labels, CRF estimates the conditional probability of a state sequence given an input sequence as follows:
where 1, ..., T represent the word positions, 1, ..., K represent the positions of the weighted features, the f k represents the feature function and the λ k is the weight of each feature function.
Using the CRF algorithm, the decision on a word's label can be influenced by the decision on the label of the preceding word. This dependency is taken into account in sequential models such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). However, the CRF model maximizes the conditional probability, unlike the HMM model which maximizes the joint probability. Therefore, the CRF model can use a number of features that are related to other words of the target texts in order to achieve better accuracy in its predictions. In our implementation we used the CRF++ tool 2 .
Feature Set
In each experiment, we discard all the predicted disorder-mentions beyond 50 characters. In the last run, the "[**.......**]" and ":[** ....... **]" expressions as well as their lemmas and pos-tags were replaced by a sequence of "$".
We define a set of token and semantic features to train the CRF model.
Token features: The word, the part-of-speech tag (pos-tags) and the lemma; two tokens after and two tokens before the word, their lemmas and their pos-tags. We used StanfordTagger 3 to obtain the words of clinical texts as well as their lemmas and their part-of-speech tags.
StanfordTagger recognizes the word 1/word 2 token as one word. Since, many UMLS terms contain either the word 1 or the word 2, we separate the word 1/word 2 phrase into three words: word 1, / and word 2. For instance, given the following sentence: "There is left lower lobe consolidation/volume loss.", the system recognizes two disorder mentions that are: "consolidation" and "volume loss".
Linguistic and orthographic features: Indicating whether a word (i) is capitalized, (ii) contains digits, (iii) contains only lowercase characters without digits, the word length, suffixes and prefixes up to 4 characters.
Semantic Features
We use regular expressions to find the phrases which represent dates or time values (such as "2014-09-26", "4:07", "TUE", "Jan") and annotate them with the keyword DATE.
Stopwords (such as prepositions, conjunctions, articles) are annotated using a binary feature (yes/no). Precisely, if a word exists in the stopwords list 4 , it is tagged with "YES", otherwise it is tagged with "NO".
Two features are derived from the Symptom Ontology 5 in order to annotate the words as SYMP-TOM. We constructed a list of symptoms that contains the names of the ontology classes. If a word/phrase exists in the list of symptoms, then it is annotated as SYMPTOM. Since the names of ontology classes describe either a symptom or a group of symptoms, it is important to annotate only the names of symptoms. Consequently we added another feature which is the number of descendants for each class. The classes with no descendants (leaves) are likely to be symptoms and not a group of symptoms.
Following this same method, we annotate the words as DISEASES if they correspond to classes in the Human Disease Ontology 6 .
One feature is derived from Human Development Anatomy Ontology 7 to annotate the words as anatomical structure. We create a list of anatomical structures that contain the names of the ontology classes. If a word/phrase is in the list, it is tagged as Anatomical Structure. We did not consider the number of descendants in this case because most of the names of ontology classes describe specific parts of the human body (anatomical structures).
Many phrases are frequent in clinical texts (e.g. headlines) and are not related to UMLS/SNOMED CT terms. In order to improve the performance of the CRF algorithm, we gather and annotate them as OUTLINE. First, we extract all the phrases that end with colon and are located in the beginning of each sentence (such as "date of birth:", "review of symptoms:", "family history:") and we remove the phrases that contain digits (such as "Calcium 500 500 mg Tablet Sig:" and "[**2017-05-23**] 2:48 pm SWAB").
Step II -CUI Identification
In a second step we tackle the categorization of the detected disorder mentions with UMLS concept identifiers (CUI). The UMLS-Metathesaurus concept structure includes concept names, their identifiers, and some key characteristics of these concept names such as language and vocabulary source. In the Rich Release Format of the UMLS Metathesaurus, the important tables for this step are MR-CONSO and MRSTY, which contain information about concepts and semantic types. The entire concept structure appears in MRCONSO while semantic types are obtained from the MRSTY.
A disorder mention is defined as any span of text that can be mapped to a concept in the SNOMED-CT terminology, which belongs to the Disorder semantic group. A concept is in the Disorder semantic group if it belongs to one of 11 specific UMLS semantic types (87,412 concepts associated to disorders from 1,190,741 concepts of UMLS-2012AB) : 
Sign or Symptom (2708 concepts)
We use SQL queries to construct our own table containing only disorders from the source "SNOMED" and related to the 11 semantic types (for a total of 348,760 rows). The proposed method then identifies the associated CUI for each disorder mention detected in step 1.
We start by performing an exact string comparison between the recognized disorder and the preferred terms and synonyms from the concepts of our table. If no exact match exists, we explore a similarity measure to calculate the relatedness between the detected mention and the available concepts. We use the bigram similarity measure following the observations of Cheatham and Hitzler (2013) on its suitability for ontology matching tasks. The selected CUI is the one with the highest similarity value. We fixed the word-based similarity threshold to 0.8 which led to the best results in our experiments (among different tested threshold values). If no exact match exists and all compared concepts have a similarity value under the threshold, the CUI-less class is associated to the detected mention.
Runs and Results

Evaluation Metrics
The results of our systems for task 14-1 are compared with the annotations of the gold-standard dataset using the F-measure, Precision and Recall metrics which are measured under strict and relaxed settings. In the strict setting, a disorder mention is correctly recognized, if its span and CUI code match exactly with a mention in the gold-standard dataset. In the relaxed setting, a disorder mention is correctly recognized if (i) there is an overlap with only one gold-standard mention from the same sentence, and (ii) the assigned CUI is correct.
In the following we present our results on the DEVelopment corpus (DEV) and the results on the official TEST corpus. Table 1 presents the recall, precision and F-measure values for the strict and relaxed settings when different sets of features are used. More precisely, we consider the following sets:
Experiments on the DEV Corpus
• S1: Only Lexical features.
• S2: S1 + prefixes and suffixes.
• S3: S2 + labels of Symptoms ontology.
• S4: S3 + number of descendants for each symptom.
• S5: S4 + labels of Human Anatomy ontology.
• S6: S5 + number of descendants for each disease.
Configuration of the Submitted Runs
For the final evaluation we considered the two following sets of features: Set 1 = {current word, 2 next words, 2 previous words lemmas, pos-tags, capital letters without digits, lower letters without digits, length of words, stop words, suffixes & prefixes [1, 4] , Dates/Time format } and Set 2 = Set 1 ∪ {labels from Symptom Ontology, number of descendants for each symptom, labels of Human Anatomy Ontology, labels from Human Disease Ontology, number of descendants for each disease } and we submitted 3 runs:
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LIST-LUX, TASK1 strict P strict R strict F relax P relax R relax F S1 Table 1 : Results on the DEV corpus.
• Run 1: Feature Set 1 , similarity threshold fixed to 0.8 for the CUI identification.
• Run 2: Feature Set 1 , similarity threshold fixed to 0.83.
• Run 3: Feature Set 2 , similarity threshold fixed to 0.8. In order to evaluate the results in the second subtask, the metrics of F-measure, Precision, Recall, unweighted accuracy, weighted accuracy and perslot weighted accuracy are estimated (c.f. weight based on its prevalence in the training corpus. The last metric is the Per-slot weighted accuracy that shows how well our system identifies the different values of each slot for all the disorders. Table 4 presents the results of the first step (disorder detection) on the DEV corpus. It shows that Fmeasure decreased, in run 3, from 75,3% to 57,6% between mention detection (step 1) and CUI detection (step 2) in strict matching. Precision and Recall decreased with approximately the same factor. F-measure decreased, with a slightly higher factor in relaxed matching, from 86,1% to 60,4% between step 1 and step 2 (on the DEV corpus). Each matching setting shows a different estimation of the limitation related to similarity-based detection of CUI. This may be due to the additional noise when comparing partially-detected mentions with SNOMED labels and synonyms. Our similarity-based detection of CUI allowed reaching 57,6% F-measure on the DEV corpus and 61,3% F-measure on the TEST corpus (in strict matching, run 3), but it can still be enhanced further by taking into account additional features from the words surrounding the mentions and the concepts related to the candidate concepts in SNOMED (e.g. in the scope of global coherence maximization).
Official Results
Discussion
Matching Run ( Table 4 : Task1: Results of the step 1 on the DEV corpus (disorder mention detection without CUI identification). P: Precision, R: Recall, F: F-measure.
Conclusion
In this article, we described our participation on two subtasks of the SemEval 2015 focused on disorder mention identification. We proposed a twostep approach suited to recognize spans of disorder mentions as a first step using a CRF learning algorithm with a set of features representing relevant aspects selected for the task. The method included a second step which accounted for the detection of adequate CUI from UMLS/SNOMEDCT concepts that might correspond to the recognized disorders from the target clinical texts. This research investigated the use of word-based similarity measures in the detection of CUI. The experiments running the method on two distinct corpora examined the influence of the defined features and configurations. Our approach based on CRF and similarity measures achieved 61.3% F-measure on the official TEST corpus. Using labels from ontology classes as semantic features was relevant for this task. In future work, we are planning to improve our CUI identification method. We are particularly considering the combination of supervised detection and categorization methods with semantic annotations obtained from unsupervised tools such as KODA (Mrabet et al., 2015) which allows annotating texts with both open-domain and domainspecific ontologies.
